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Outline

● SU’s Baltic Sea Centre
● Background and funding themes
● Research foci in the catchment, coastal water bodies and the open Baltic
● Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Det de vill ha från dig under rubriken Needs for research in the combat of eutrophication är en presentation av:what your activities consist of;tänker att här är det bra att lägga tyngdpunkten på de aktiviteter som är relevanta för Europaparlamentariker. Dvs marknadsföring av Baltic Eye här tack! BNI -> Helcom är ju också superrelevant.whether the research world feels that the financial support by the EU is satisfactory; andif the procedures to get the support for your work is easy.
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Vi är ett klassiskt forskningscenter där centret är uppbyggt av tre funktioner; Bild askö och båtvi förser forskare med infrastruktur som fältstation och fartygBild Havet.nuvi fångar upp och kommunicerar forskningsresultat Bild BNIoch vi utför eget vetenskapligt arbete, inte ta fram ny kunskap inom specifika områden utan fr a genom att sammanställa och sammanväga olika forskares resultat till helhetsbilder.Bild Baltic Eye Men det vi ska fokusera på här idag är projektet Baltic Eye
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EutrophicationThe impact of agriculture on the Baltic Sea. How nutrient losses from agriculture can be reduced and how agriculture can be developed to have minimal negative environmental impact.Also different opportunities to reduce emissions of nutrients looking at sources such as sewage. More concretely we are currently looking at: what can be done to the dead zones with oxygen deprived sea-bottoms in the Baltic. Linking nutrient recycling to the circular economy agendaThe reform of the Common Agriculture Policy and optimised manure handling Marine habitatsOverall we look at identifying which habitats that are important, how well they are protected today and how habitat management can be improved. For the Baltic Sea we have reached the goal of 10% marine protected areas but in many areas there is a lack of quality in the level of protection. The protected areas are not interconnected and so species cannot move between them and many activities, such as boat traffic and fishing, are allowed within these areas.  The marine spatial plans that are currently being set up in the Baltic is another area we’re looking into, as it’s important to give the environment a voice in these negotiations. Environmental pollutantsHere we are investigating what actions that are most effective and realistic to implement with regards to reducing pharmaceutical and chemical pollution to the Baltic Sea. Currently we have a project on advanced wastewater treatment, and we’re continuing our work on microplastics in cosmetics and the effects seen in a marine environment.  FisheriesHere we look at how different aspects of the ecosystem can be included for a more ecosystem-based fisheries management.



Policy briefs
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And in each field, our main publication format is policy briefs which are written in a more easily accessible way than academic papers and connect our research projects to the political sphere. I have brought some with me here today…



Website: balticeye.org/en
Twitter: @thebalticeye 
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…but more of these you find on our website together with articles and blogs linking science to political processes.



Low oxygen levels

Carstensen et al., PNAS April 15, 2014. 111 (15) 5628-5633;
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The are actual observations to be compared with model results.



Non-eutrophied
water

Eutrophied water

The Baltic Sea Action Plan
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Этот процесс начинается с определения жкол целей и инликаторовЭтот слайд иллюстрирует как эвтрофикация выглядит на и под поверхностью моря и где же тот уровень, которого мы хотели бы достичь



BONUS launched by European Parliament and the 
European Council as a (TFEU) Article 185 activity.



• BONUS 185 programme: 11 projects with total funding 21.4 
MEUR.

• BONUS Plus (2009-2011) 6 direct projects with funding of 8,9 
MEUR and 5 more projects with funding 5,3 MEUR also relevant 
to eutrophication,

Research funds invested into eutrophication research





Nutrient flows in the catchment



Inorganic fertiliser applications have increased 10 times

Share of harvested products have decreasedLassaletta et al., Environ. Res. Lett. 9 (2014)





G. Blicher-Mathiesen et al. / Agriculture, Ecosystems and Environment 195 
(2014) 149–160



Asmala et al., Limnology and Oceanography 2017



Cyanobacteria and food webs

Karlson et al. Ambio, 2014





● Catchment : i) Target areas and hot spots, ii) No dynamic models at hand 
addressing effect of individual measures, iii) Time scales and legacy pools poorly
described (significant for policy)

● Coastal: Biodiversity and ecosystem functions poorly described (filter efficiency, 
trade-offs between blue growth and ecosystem services; significant for policy)

● Open Baltic: The role of cyanobacteria blooms in a changing climate; legacy
pool of carbon and nutrient in the sediments (significant for policy)

● Post-BONUS financing remains unclear and at least 2 years of transition

Research needs (Recommendations)



“In my 30 years as a politician, 
no scientist has ever approached 
me to say, ‘I have new findings 
and you should hear them’”

MEP Mady Delvaux-Stehres (S&D - LU)

Science Communication
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There are often discussions around how scientists don’t reach out enough to the outside world. That they remain within their academic world, with their academic words, focus and measurement of achievement in the form of publications and citations. Then on the other hand we politicians, like Ms Delvaux-Stehres here, who’s probably to a large extent approached by NGOs and the business sector but rarely approached by scientists.We believe that these two worlds, policy and science, don’t meet enough in day to day life. - Which in practice can mean that science becomes only one point of view among many for politicians, and often maybe not the most influential, as seen in these times of alternative facts.Although marine scientists and decision-makers often have similar research interests and identify similar priorities, decision-makers may be unaware of the full breadth of existing scientific information that they could use to inform their decision-making processes.Instead, they can end up relying on individual experiences or other secondary sources of information when developing and implementing marine conservation actions. 



Thank you!
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